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The Williams patent infringement case1 highlighted the
relevance of intellectual property in outer space: the
plaintiff sued the Uni ted States for the launch by NASA
of some 108 spacecraft which allegedly infringed the
attitu de control system, named after its inventor. This
article will discuss the intellectual property regime
applicable to the international space station 'Freedom',
which will be built in international co-operation between
the United States, Canada, Japan and the European
partner, to which belong most member states of the
European Space Agency ('ESA'). 2 ESA is an intergovernmental organisationcomposed of European member
states. Its purpose is to develop and co-ordinate European
space research and technology for peaceful purposes. 3
In an intergovernmental agreement ('IGA ') 4 concluded
in 1988, the partner states to the space station project
formulated a regime on intellectual property law which
attempts to balance the .national interests against the
interests of the individual users within the framework of
international and private law.
The space station offers unique facilities by reason of
the conditions of microgravity on a permanently manned
spac e station, which will cert ainly attract many
industries, 5 whose readiness to invest in experiments and
1 HughesAircraft Co. v U11ited
Staies,,US ClsCt, no. 426-73, 8
October 1988, see BNA' s PTCJ (1988) at SSS.
2 On the space station project see, in general, Richard S. Lewis,
Space in the 21st Ce11t11ry,
New York , 1990, 19 to 44.
3 On the relation between ESA and the Eur opean Communities
see Madders and Th iebaut, 'Two Europe in One Space: The
Evolu tion of Relations Between the European Space Agency and
the European Community in Space Affairs' , Joumal of SpaceLaw
(1992) at 117 to 132.
4 Agreement Among the Government of the USA, Governments
of Member States of ESA , the Government of Japan , and the
Government of Canada on Cooperation in the Detailed Design ,
Development , Operation, and Utilization of the Permanently
Manned Civil Space Station , of 26 epternbe.r 1988.
5 See for example Finch and Moore, 'Astrobusiness. A Guide to
the Commerce and Law of Ou ter Space', 1985, at 7 to 12 on space
manufacturing; Jonathan B. Goodrich , The Commercialisacio11
of
Outer Spac,, 1989 at 39 to 41 on the advantages offered by
conditions of microgravity; Stephen Gorove De-velopmems
i11Space
Law 1991 at 322 323 indicates that NASA expects a future pace
station to become a stepping stone to funher space exploration ,
involving for example orbiting, large astrop hysical observatories
earth imagingsystems, stable planetary programmes and commercial
space endeavours - the space station could thus lay the groundwork
for manned operations in geosynchronous orbit and the possible
mining of precious metals from asteroids · Anne-Marie Hicronimus ,
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research on the space station depends on the assurance of
exclusive rights in their results. Although it was anticipated
that a host of articles and not a few books would be written
on the inte llectual property law applicable to the space
station 'Freedom' ,6 reaction by legal writers was modest.
This article will attempt to analyse what Young called
'single most important area of law applicable to activities
aboard the US/International space station'.
Since outer space is not subject to national
appropriation according to Article II of the Space Treaty
of 1967, no state may claim the applicability of its laws.
However, commercial space ventures are permitted by the
Space Treaty of 1967,7 but they may, depending on
national laws, require authorisation as in the case of the
UK Outer Space Act 1986. Article VIII of the Space
Treaty of 19678 provides that a state party to the Tr eaty
on whose registry an object launched into outer space is
carried shall retain jurisdiction and control 9 over such
object 10 and )any personnel thereof. On the earth the
principle of territoriality can be decisive regarding the
question of which national law is applicable. It is not clear
whether the development in international law of the
principle of territoriality permits the extension of that
state's law to those objects which it has registered and
launched into outer space. If a space object is launched,
the registering state will retain jurisdiction and control over
it, and the question of whether in such a case this state's
intellectual property law will be applicable on the space
object depends on the national law. 11 In the absence of
a legal provision according to which the national
intellectual property law is applicable on objects in outer
'ESA Space Commercialisation Effort ', in Space Commerce,1988,
Proceedings of the 2nd International Con ference and Exhi bit ion
on the Comme rcial and Industri al Uses of Out er Space, Montreu x,
21 to 25 February 1988, at 133 on pro motion of industri al use of
microgravity.
6 Andrew J. Young, Law and Policy in the Space Station's Era,
1989, at 164, 165.
7 Milton S. Smith , 'The Commercial Exploitation of Mineral
Reso urces in Outer Space' in Space Law: Views of the Future, ed.
by Zwaan , 1988, at 49.
8 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies of 1967.
9 On the term 'jurisdiction and control' see for examp le Manfred
Lachs , 771eLegalSicuarion
of ObjectsLaunched i1110 Omer Spaceand
of Astronauts, 1972, at 69.
10 Article VIII of the Space Treaty states:
A State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object
launched into outer space i carried shall retain jurisctiction
and contro l over such object, and over any personne l thereof:
while in ou ter space or on a celestial body. Ownership of
object launched into outer pace, including objects landed
or constructed on a celestial body, and of their component
parts, i not affected by their presence in outer pace or on
a celestial body or by their return to the Ean h. Such objects
or comp0nent parts found beyond the limits of the State Party
to the Treaty on whose registry they are carried shall be
returned to that State Party, which shall, upon request , furnish
identifyi ng data prior to their ret urn .
11. Beier and Stauder, 'Aspects of Law and Practice in Western
Europe - Weltraumstationcn und das Recht des geistigen
E igcntums ' , in Space Stations 1985, at 159, 161, 162 and at 172:
The territoriality principle developed in the field of industrial
property and copyright law has foUowcd the progress in
techno logy and in some instances already takes effect beyond
state boundaries by extending to artificial islands on the
continental shelf as well as 10 ships on the high seas. In the
ab ence of diverging fundamental rules of international Jaw,
the nationa l intellectual proP!)rty laws, apply , in this respect,
to extraterritorial object under the exclusive jurisdiction of
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space registered by that state, applicability is doubtful. 12
Regarding patent law, the former US President, George
Bush, said: 'This uncertainty arises primarily because the
existing patent laws of most countries generally have no
extraterritorial effect. ' 13 In the case of the space station
which is composed of different elements constituting
objects launched into outer space, there are several
launching states which, in application of Article II(2) of
the Registratio n Convention of 1978,14 may jointly
determine which one of them registers the object, without
prejudice to agreements concluded among them on
jurisdiction and control over the space object and over any
personnel thereof. 15 In application of Article II(2) of the
Registration Convention, the states of the European
partner together with the United States, Canada and Japan
concluded the IGA of 1988 which regulates the issues of
jurisdiction and control over the objects to be launched
into outer space·which constitute the elements of the space
station 'Freedom'.

Patent Law Jurisdiction over Space
Objects by the State of Registry
The applicability of US patent Jaw on space objects or
components thereof under the jurisdiction 'or ' control of
the United States is made express by 35 USC 105
'Inventions in Outer Space' . 16 The US Patents in Space
the respective state. It must, however, be determined for each
state whether an express extension of national intellectual
property law is necessary or whether such an extension can
be implied.
Reynolds and Merges, Outer pace. Problemsof Law and Policy,
1989, at 284, 285 seem to accept the concept of the extension of
the principle of cenicorinlityto space objects regi tcred by the United
States, referring co Rosan v NASA 152 USPQ 757 (1966) and
Httgltes v Messencltmiu-Boelkow-Blohm,562 F. 2d 580 (5th Cir.
1980).
12 Anna Maria Balsano, 'Industrial Property Rights in Outer Space
in the International Governmental Agreement (IGA) on the Space
Station and the European Partner', see the report on the 35th
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space, Washington , DC, 28
August to 5 September 1992 inJ01m1alof SpaceLaw ( 1992) at 148;
ematio11al
in /111
Jrnre A. Csabafi The Conceptof State J11risdictio11
SpaceLaw, 1971, at 130, 13I carefully points out that outer space
is not subjected to a state's authority as part of its territory; Gabriel
Lafferranderie, 'The United States Propo ed Paten! in Space
Legislation - An Intemati .onal Perspective', Jo11malof SpaceLaw
( 1990) at I, 2 indicates that the application of patent law is bound
up with national territory 'O that it could not be applicable in outer
pace, whic.his 'extraterritorial' Article II of the Space Treaty of
1967.
13 Statement by the President of the United States of 15November
1990, BNA 's PTCJ (1990) at 93.
14 Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer
space of 1978.
15 Gabriel Lafferranderie, 'La Station Spatiale' in Droit De
L 'Espace, ed. by Dutheil de la Rochere , 1988, at 174.
16 35 USC §105. Inventions in Outer Space.
(a) Any invention made, u ed or sold in outer space on a space
object or component thereof under the juri diction or control
of the Un.icedStates shall be considered to be made, used or
sold within the United States for the purposes of this title,
except with respect to any space object or component thereof
that is specifically identified and othenvi e provided for by
an international agreement to which the United States is a
pany, or with respect to any space object or component thereof
that is carried on the registry of a foreign state in a cordance
with the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into
Outer Space.
(b) Any invention made, used or sold in outer pace on a pace
object or component ther eof that is carried on the registry of
a foreign state in accordance with the Convention on
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Act establishes the applicability of US patent law in or on
objects under US jurisdiction or control, in deviation from
the use of the terminology jurisdiction 'and' control used
in Article VIII of the Space Treaty of 1967. This does not
mean that the United States asserts the applicability of its
patent law on objects over which it may have control but
no jurisdiction - subsequent to the co-operation on the
space station the European partner might be afraid that
the United States, in spite of having no jurisdiction, could
assert control over the European elements and thus apply
its patent laws to these parts. 17 However , the Senate
Report on the Patents in Space Bi1118 makes clear that the
United States will certainly not apply its patent laws on
objects registered by foreign states. The US Patents in
Space Act will not even apply to foreign-registered
payloads, even if the United States retains jurisdiction and
control; the word 'or' simply indicates that the United
States may apply its patent law to objects which are not
registered but under US control. 19 The US Patents in
Space Act provides that the United States may conclude
international agreements which regulate the patent law on
specific space objects in derogation of the provisions in
the Act· the IGA of 1988 does constitute such an
agreement 20 with reference to the space station elements.
It is unlikely that the French Intellectual Property Code
of 1992 is applicable to space objects under French
jurisdicti on and control. The code, which relates co
patented invention s and other intellectual property, does
not refer to inventions in outer space. The same is true
in the case of the Italian Patent Act of 1939 and other
patent laws throughout the European states. The UK
Patents Act 1977 provides in section 132(3) that the
territorial waters of the United Kingdom shall be treated
as part of the United Kingdom, and in subsection 4 that
the Ace applies to act done on the continental shelf. As
regards Germany, in consideration of a broad concept of
territoriality according to which national patent Jaw may
be applicable on ships which fly that state's flag on the
high seas21 and on aircraft which are registered by that
state, even if over foreign territory Beier and Stauder22
Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, shall be
considered to be made, used or sold within the United States
for the purposes of this title if specifically so agreed in an
international agreement between the United States and the
, tate of registry .
17 See Lafferranderie, Note 12 above, at 6, 7.
18 US Senate Report and President's Statement on Patents in
Space Bill (S 459), Article VI, see BNA's PTCJ (1990) at 92.
19 Pamela Meredith, 'Status of the "Patents in Space" Legislatiop
in Congress - October 1989', Journal of SpaceLaw (1989) at 166.
20 See the US Senate Report and President's Statement on Patents
in pace Bill (S 459), Art.icle VI BNA's PTCJ ( 1990) at 92; the
report states that the phrase 'international agreement' would include
agreements between federal agencies of the US Government and
their foreign counterparts, including foreign governmental agencies
or international organisations. Accordingly , it seems that NASA
could for example by agreement with ESA, establish a legal regime
on patent law on any space object which is registered by the United
States but specifically identified in the agreement.
21 GardinervHowe,9 Fed. Cas. 1157(CCD Mass. 1865); however,
in Article II of the Senate Report on Patents in Space Bill (S 459)
it is stated that 'the proposition that US patent law may be applied
to activities aboard US spacecraft, simply because spacecraft are
analogous to ocean vessels, is uncertain at best. Some clarification
from Congress is needed. Without such a clarification, protection
for outer space innovations may be found Jacking.'
22 Beier and Stauder, 'Weltraumstationen und das Recht des
geistigen Eigentum s', GRUR lnt. (1985) at 9 note 22 and 8 note
1981, note 9 to §9; Stauder
18, referring to Benkard, Pate11tgesetz,
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assert that German patent law might be applicable by way
of analogy to space objects registered by Germany, even
though the German Patent Act of 1981 does not expressly
establish its applicability to such objects. The German Act
of 13 July 1990 which ratifies the IGA of 198823 states in
section II: 'An activity occurring in or on an element
registered by the European Space Agency within the field
of industrial property and copyright is deemed to occur
within the scope of applicability of this Act.' However,
German patent law does not expressly provide for
applicability on space objects registered by Germany. Thus
with regard to the four larger ESA member states only
German patent law may be applicable to space objects
registered by that state. It seems that at present the laws
of France, Italy and the United Kingdom would require
modification by the legislator in order to be applicable on
space objects registered by these states. 24

Jurisdiction and Control Over the Space
Station Elements
Without going into the international law of outer space
in depth , suffice it to say that the elements of the space
station are considered as objects launched into outer space,
so that the Space Treaty of 1967 and the Registratio n
Convention of 1978 will be applicable. Accordingly , the
states which launch the elements of the space station may
conclud e appropriate agreements on jurisdiction over the
space objects and over the personnel thereof. On
jurisdiction and control, Article 5(1) of the IGA of 1988
provides that each partner shall register its flight element
in accordance with Article II of the Registration
Convention of 1978.25 The European partner delegated
this responsibility to ESA. According to Article 5(2) of the
IGA, the European partner shall retain jurisdiction and
control over the elements they register and over personnel
in or on the space station who are their nationals whereby
the exercise of jurisdiction and control shall be subject to
the relevant provisions in the IGA the MOUs
(Memoranda of Understanding) and implementing
arrang eme nts. 26 The competence of ESA as an
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international intergovernmental organisation to exercise
jurisdiction and control is not obvious. Since the Space
Treaty of 1967 refers in Article VIII to the retention of
jurisdiction and control by the registering state only,
Bourely27 considers that the provision of Article VIII
would not be applicable to ESA; on the other hand, the
Moon Treaty which relates to activities on the moon and
other celestial bodies states in Article XVI that references
to states in the Treaty include references to international
intergovernmental
organisations. From the ESA
Convention which establishes the organisation for
exclusively peaceful purposes of space research and
technology and their applications, it does not seem as if
the ESA member states had entrusted ESA with the
competence to exercise full jurisdiction and control over
space objects which are registered by this organisation,
although Lafferranderie 28 considers ESA in that case as
'State of Registry', the exercise of jurisdiction and control
being defined by the participating states in the relevant
ESA programme. Christol29 accepts, however, that there
is a need for creative and innovative efforts in order to
respond to the legal challenges posed by space stations.
Article 21 of the IGA of 1988 attempts an answer to this
challenge by establishing a genuine regime on intellectual
property on the space station 'Freedom'. This Article
provides:

1. For the purpose of this Agreement, 'intellectual
property' is understood to have the meaning of Article
2 of the Convention Establishing the World
Intellectual Property Organization, done at Stockholm
on 14 July 1967.
2. Subject to the provisions of this Article, for
purposes of intellectual property law, an activity
occurring in or on a Space Station flight element shall
be deemed to have occurred only in the territory of
the Partner State of that element's registry, except that
for ESA-registered elements any European Partner
State may deem the activity to have occurred within
its territory. For avoidance of doubt , participation by
a Partner State, its Co-operating Agency, or its related
entities in an activity occurring in or on any other
Partner's Space Station flight element shall not in and
' PatemverlctzUng im extraterri torialen Rawn (Fcs llandsockel , Hohe
See, Luft - und Weltraum )', GRUR Int. ( 1975) at 421 422ff- and
of itself alter or affect the jurisdiction over such activity
Stauder Pate11tverl
etzm1gim gmmiberschreite11de
11l'(linsc/10[1$'1Jerke/,r provided for in the previous sentence.
1975, at 16 and onward ; a similar position with regard to the
3. In respect of an invention made in or on any Space
applicability of LlteCommunity Patent Conve111ion in and on objc t
Station flight clement by a person who is not its
in outer space registered by a Member State is as encd by Amirrun
Bcnyarnini , Patem b1fri11g
national or resident a Partner State shall not apply
emem i11the E11ropea11
Co1111111111
, 1993,
ity
a1 238, 239; on fonner US pa1ent law see Harry M. arngovitz , 'Da s
its laws concerning secrecy of inventions so as to
Recht des geis1igen Eigencwn im Wcltraum ', GRUR Inc. ( 1976)
prevent the filing of a patent application (for imposing
31 509, 5 10.
a
delay or requiring prior authori sation) in any other
23 German Act of 13 July 1990 on the Ratification of the IGA
Partner State that provides for the protection of the
of 1988, BGBI. II 637.
secrecy of patent applications containing information
24 Zanghi and Citarella, 'Legal Problem s of the Comrnerical Use

of Spa ce S1ations including Proprietary Righ1s' in Commercial Use
of pace tatio11s1986, a1 188proceed on 1he assump1fon 1hat the

na tion al patent laws would have to be amended in order to be
applicable on the space station.
25 Article 5( 1) of the IGA state s: 'In accordance with Article II
of the Registration Convention, each Partner shall rezis1er as space
object s the night elements Us1ed in the Annex which ii pro vides ,
the European Panncr having de legated this respo n iblity to ESA ,
acting in it name and on i1s behalf. '
26 Article 5(2) of the IGA states: 'Pursuant to Article VIII of the
Outer Space Treaty and Articl e Il of the Regi stration Convention,
each Partner hall retain jurisdiction and control over the elements
it rcgi ters in accordance with paragraph I above and over personne l
in or on the Space Sta1ion who are its national s. The exerci e of
such jurisdiction and control shall be subject to any relevant

provisions of this Agreement , the MOU s, and implementing
arrangement , inclu ding relevant procedural mechanisms establi hcd
therein .'
27 Michel G. Bour(!ly , ' Lega l Rcgim of International Space
Flight : Legal I ucs Relating 10 Flights of the Spacelab', in Space
Sh11t1/
e a11dthe Law , ed . by Gorove , 1980, at 76.
28 Gabriel Lafferranderie , La Station Spatia le' , in Droit De
L 'Espace, ed. by Dutheil de la Roch~rc , 1988, at 174 and 175; and
Lafferranderic , 'The United States Proposed Patent in Space
Legislation - An lnterna1ional Perspective', Jo11mal
of Space Law
(1990) at 3 and 5.
29 Carl Q . Christo!, Space Law : Past, Present and Future, 1991,
190, 191.
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that is classified or otherwise protected for national
security purposes. This provision does not prejudice
(a) the right of any Partner State in which a patent
application is first filed to control the secrecy of such
pa~ent application or restrict its furth er filing; or (b)
the rig ht of any other Partn er Stat e in which an
application is sub sequently filed to restrict, pur suant
to any intern ation al obligation, the dissemination of
an application.
4. Where a person or entity owns intellectual property
which is protected in more than one European Partner
State, that person or entity may not recover in more
than one such State for the same act of infringement
of the same rights in such intellectual property which
occurs in or on an ESA-registered element. Where the
same act of infringement in or on an ESA-registered
element gives rise to actions by different intellectual
property owners by virtue of more than one European
Partner State's deeming the activity to have occurred
in its territory, a court may grant a temporary stay
of pr oceedings in a later- filed action pending the
outcome of an earlier -filed action. Whe re more than
one action is brought, satisfaction of a judgment
rendered for damages in any of the actions shall bar
further recovery of damages in any pending or future
action for infringement based upon the same act of
infringement.
5. With respect to an activity occurring in or on an
ESA-re gistered element, no Euro pean Part ner State
shall refuse to recognise a licence for the exercise of
any intellectual property right if that licence is
enforceable under the laws of any European Partner
State, and compliance with the provisions of such
licence shall also bar recovery for infringement in any
European Partner State.
6. The temporary presence in the territory of a Partner
State of any articles, including the components of a
flight element, in transit between any place on Earth
and any flight element of the Space Station registered
by anoth er Partner State or ESA shall not in itself form
the basis for any proceedings in the first Partner State
for patent infringement.

The Definition of Intellectual Property
The definition of the term 'intellectual property' in Article
21(1) of the IGA of 1988, which refers to Article 2(viii)
of the WIPO Convention, is broad, including inventions
in all fields of human endeavour, scientific discoveries and
protection against unfair competitio n. Insofar as industrial
secrets are protected by criminal law, 30 pro tection of
intellectual property by Article 21 of the IGA may coincide
with the relevant provisions on criminal jurisdiction.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the definition of
intellectual property by the WIPO Convention covers the
hard-core intellectual property rights, such as patent
30 For example, section 142 of the German Patent Act of 1981
threatens with punishment by imprisonment of up to one year
certain infringing uses of the patented invention and section 17 of
the German Act Against Unfair Competition threatens with
punishment acts of industrial espionage; Article 418 of the French
Criminal Code threatens with punishment the unauthorised
disclosure of industrial secrets, similar to Article 623 of the Italian
Penal Code.

rights, copyrights and trade marks. With regard to the
space stat ion, the following observations are conce rned
with patent law aspects, b ecause in patent law th e
acquisition of the exclusive right is subject to a specific
procedure focusing on the doctrine of territoriality, the
application of which in outer space poses some interesting
questions for those who are used to thinking in earthly
categories. The application of trade mark law or of
copyright law on the space station does not merit particular
concern. The applicability of national trade mark law will,
as in the case of patent law, depend on the question of
whether the national law can be applied either by reason
of express extension or by implication to space objects
registered by that state. According to the principle of
national treatment in international copyright it generally
does not matter where the author creates his work. 31 The
availability of copyright to protect data collected on the
space station will, generally, depend on the question of
whether the data gathered constitute a work in the sense
of copyright. 32

The Principle of Quasi-territoriality
On intellectual property law, Article 21(2) of the !GA of
1988 implements a principle of quasi-territoriality in
relation to the space station. The registration of the
different elements is decisive for the applicability of the
intellectual property law. The principle of territoriality
focuses on the segmentation of the earth's surface. On the
space station such considerations are not feasible for
obvious reasons: the elements are interconnected in free
flight in outer space - there is no up or down or fictive
lines such as the borders of neighbouring states for the
purpose of delimiting the national airspace or subsoil.
Further , the principle of international law that outer space
is free from national appropriation 33 limits jurisdiction to
the space object and its components. Attractive as a
fun ctiona l approach may seem to the image of human
activity in outer space, 34 the territo rial approach prevails
according to Article VII I of the Space Treaty 1967. 35
Thus in conformity with international law, the principle
of quasi-territoriality is sustained in Article 21 of the IGA
of 1988.36 Regarding 'ESA jurisdiction' on the European
31 See Stephen M. Stewart, Internati onal Copyright and
Neighbouring Rights , 1989 (2nd edn), at 39.
32 The protection of remotely sensed data by copyright seems
doubtful, unless they are enhanced to products the creation of which
involves human skill and experience, see for example Logsdon and
Monk, 'Remote Sensing from Space: A Continuing Legal and Policy
Issue', Annals of Air and Space Law (1983)at 427; Joachim Heintze,
bei weltraumgestiitzter
'Rechtsfragen der Datenpolitik
Erdfernerkundung', Zeits chrift fii.r Luft- und Weltraumrecht (1992)
at 410, 411 who considers that the US Land Remote Sensing
Commercialization Act of 1984 creates a new form of intellectual
property in value added data but observes, at 412, that there is
no unitary policy of commercial producers of remotely sensed data;
Gabriel Lafferranderie, 'ECSL Activities in the Area of Protection
of Satellite Produ ced Remote Sensing Data' , Journal of Space L aw
(1992) at 83 admits that, from a commercial point of view, this
situation can hardly be considered as positive for the future
development of this market,
33 Article II of the Space Treaty of 1967.
34 On the functional-topographical approach see Horst Bittlinger,
Hoheitsgewalt und Kontrolle im Weltraum, 1988, at 192.
35 Marco G. Marcoff, Traite De Droit International Public De
L 'Espace, 1973, at 290 to 292.
36 See Andre Farand, ' La Station Spatiale Et Son Regime
Juridique' , Annals of Air and Space Law (1990) at 321; this principle
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elements, Balsano 37 points out that the European
elements of the space station which are registered by ESA
might, as a legal fiction, be considered as a single territory.

Intellectual Property Jurisdiction on the
European Elements of the Space Station
Registered by ESA
In the case of the ESA-registered elements of the space

station, Article 21(2) of the IGA of 1988 provides that any
European partner state may deem the activity to have
occurred within its territory. This means that any
European partner state, without consideration of its
financial share in the development, construction and
maintenance of the space element, may deem its
intellectual property laws applicable on the European space
station elements. The question of whether a national patent
law may be applicable on the European elements of the
space station in application of the broad concept of
territoriality has been addressed above and been accepted
tentatively in German law. In the case of registration by
ESA, the proviso in the IGA of 1988 that a European
partner state may deem its intellectual property Law
applicable on the space station found a response from the
German legislator in the Act of 13 July 1990 which ratified
the IGA of 1988. 38 Thus it appears that the applicability
of the intellectual property laws of any European partner
state to BSA-registered space objects would presuppose
special legislation by that state. This special legislation may
be modelled along the principles contained in the US
Patents in Space Act, generally providing for applicability
in or on space objects registered by that state with specific
provisions concerning jurisdiction on ESA-registered
objects , or simply be contained in the Act which ratifies
the IGA of 1988 as in the German Act of 13 July 1990.
National legislation may not only have to decide on the
applicability of intellectual property law but may also have
to take into consideration questions of enforcement and
local competence. It is not clear how an injunction issued
by a national court could be executed on the space station,
for example an order for the destruction of patented
products or for the delivery -up of such products. It would
certainly depend on the willingness of the space station's
astronauts to co-operate. Generally, a court order or
judgment may be enforced by the bailiff, so that ESA
might have to waive its privileges and immunities in order
to give this person a9cess to its premises and the space
object under its registry. According to Article XV(2) of
the ESA Convention, the agency and its staff members
enjoy the legal capacity, privileges and immunities
of quasi-territoriality is also contained in Article VIII of the Draft
for a Convention on Manned Space Fligh1which wa pre cnted as
the result of a common researchproject amongdifferentuniversities:
Jounial of SpaceLaw (1990) at 209 co216and which deals in Article
VIII with intellectual property, stating in subsection l that 'for
purposes of intellectual property law, an activity occurring in or
on a manned space object or a separate space flight element shall
be deemed co have occurred only in the territory of the State Party
to the agreementthat has registeredthe spaceobjector flightelement
re peccively'.
37 Anna Maria Balsano,'Indu trial Property Right in Outer Space
in the International Governmental Agreement (IGA) on the Space
Station and the European Partner' , see the report on the 35th
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Sp ce, Washington, D .C., 28
Augu t to 5 Sepcembe.r 1992, inJ011molof SpaceLaw (1992) at 148.
38 See Note 23 above.

provided for in Annex I. This Annex provides in Article
II that the buildings and premises of the agency are
inviolable, in Article IV(l) that ESA shall generally have
immunity from jurisdiction and execution and in Article
XVI that there shall be immunity from jurisdiction for
. ESA staff members. Problems of evidence may occur,
because even if the space station is deemed to be the
territory of a state, the traditional means of evidence, such
as witnesses and documents to the possible exclusion of
telephone conversations with astronauts, may be difficult
to obtain.

Obtaining Intellectual Property Protection
The question of how to obtain patent protection is
addressed by Article 21(2) and (3) of the IGA of 1988.
Article 21(2) sustains the principle of quasi-territoriality.
The space station elements are deemed the national
territory of the relevant partner state. In the United States,
the first inventor and not, as in most other countries, the
first applicant, will obtain patent protection. Therefore,
in the United States the inventor has to establish the
conception date of the invention. According to 35 USC
104 the conception date cannot be established by reference
to knowledge or other activity in a foreign country. 39 For
these purposes Article 21(2) permits reference to be made
to the US-registe red elements of the space station.
Because of the fear that inventions of interest to national
defence may be disclosed before or during the granting
procedure, many national laws request an inventor to apply
for patent protection in the state within whose territory
the invention was made or in the state of which the
inventor is a resident. 40 Article 21(3) of the IGA of 1988
states that the national laws concerning secrecy of
inventions shall not be applied in the case of inventions
made on the space station. This means that the inventor
is free in his decision as to where to apply for patent
protection if the invention is made on the space station .
Once the inventor has decided where to file a patent
application, the laws concerning secrecy of inventions of
that state are applicable again, according to Article 21(3),
second sentence of the IGA of 1988.
If the astronauts are employed to invent, depending
on the agreement to be concluded between the user and
the competent authority, one may think of the application
of the rules of national labour law and of the national law
on employees' inventions according to the rules of
international private law. 41 However, the legal status of
the astronauts will be defined by the co-operating agencies,
39 See for example Avery and Mayer, Das US-Patent, 1982(2nd
edn), at 225.
40 Section23 of the UK Patents Act 1977obliges residents of the
United Kingdom to apply for patents within the United Kingdom
first. Article 77 of the French Penal Code threatens with
imprisonmentof 10to 20 years the disclosureof inventionsof interest
to defence to a foreign power or enterprise. The German Patent
Act of 1981threatens in section 50 with punishment the disclosure
of inventionsinvolvinga state secret. In the United States, 35 USC
§§181to 188concern secrecyof inventions; if the inventor who has
made an invention within the territory of the United States does
not file for protection first in the United State , he losesthe chance
to apply for a US patent.
41 Erwin Wilhelm Herkommcr, 'Die Rechtsstellung des
Raumfal1rcrsnach gcltendem Recht , doctoral thesis, 1974, at 116
and onward.
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NASA and ESA. In the light of this principle, sentence ·
2, Article 21(2) of the IGA of 1988 has to be considered,
according to which the particip ation of another state or
another state's agency in the inventive activity does not
alter or affect the applicable jurisdiction. Thus the IGA
of 1988 makes clear that the agreement to be concluded
with the user for the utilisation of the space station will
not affect the legal status applicable in or on the space
station elements. The Memorandum of Understanding
concluded between NASA and ESA on the co-operation
in the space station project 42 states in Article 11(1) that
ESA has the right to provide personnel to serve as space
station crew from the time ESA begins to share common
systems operations costs. According to Article 11(S) of the
Memorand um the code of conduct for the space station
crew will be developed by NASA with ESA's full
involvement. This code of conduct shall establish a clear
chain of command, set forth standar ds for work and
activities in space, and, where appropriate, on the ground;
it shall establish responsibilities with respect to elements
and equipment and set forth disciplinary regulations. The
creation of an invention on such a small entity as a space
station element may involve co-operation and assistance
from other partner states or from other astronauts which,
according to this provision, will not affect the legal status
of the invention which is to be determined exclusively by
the princ iple of quasi-territoriality without involvement
of elements of personal jurisdiction. T he impact of national
labour law and the law on employees' inventions shall be
excluded, because the Euro pean astronauts will not be
subject to national law but to the regulations established
by the co-operating agencies. With regard to the obtention
of copyrigh t protection, the princip le of territoriality is of
little concern. Copyright is vested in the author of the
work , no matter where he creates the work .43

The Infringement of Intellectual Property
Rights on the Space Station
T he same activity which constitutes infringement within
national territory will infringe a patented invention on the
European element of the space station, if national law
permits the applicability of patent law to RSA-registered
elements in or on the space station 'Freedom'. This is the
message of Article 21(2) and (4) of the IGA of 1988. The
infringing use of the invention on the space station will
generally consist in the application of the invention for the
manufacture of the patented product or in the keeping of
the patented products, whereas the sale or marketing of
patented prod ucts is less likely. Foll owing the doctrine of
patent exhaustion , the first marketing of the patented
products on the space station might terminate exclusivity
in the use of the invention . Th us the sale of products on
the space station could exhaust the national patent right
granted by a European partner state, with the consequence
that the product may be exported to and used in any other
European partner state which also belongs to the European
Communities without this activity amounting to an
infringement, in the case where patent protection exists
in that state.
42 Memorand um of Understanding Between NASA and ESA on
Cooperation in the Detailed Design, Development , Operation, and
Utilization of the Permanently Manned Civil Space Station of 26
September 1988.
43 See Note 31 above.

The Temporary Presence of Patented .
Articles
According to Article 21(6) of the IGA of 1988, the transfer
of patented products to or from the space statio n element
to or from the state of destination does not constit ute
patent infringement. Reifarth 44 points out that it was the
purpose of this provision to exclude that the transport of
payloads or flight elements of the European partner by US
launchers could infringe US patents - a particular concern
to the European partner who will be dependent on US
launchers for some time. Article 21(6) of the IGA of 1988
thus adopts an approach founded on the traditional concept
that the mere storage of patented products on board an
aircraft which enters the territory of a state where the
products are patented, does not infringe the patent right
if the aircraft performs an intermediate landing. 45 T hus
the transport of patented articles to or from the space
station throug h French or US launching sites will not
infringe a US or Frenc h patent . The registration of the
spacecraft which carries the products is not relevant within
this context.
The concept that temporary presence of an otherwise
infringing patented product within national territory is
exempted from the acts constituting patent infringeme nt
is a familiar concept to intellectual property law.46 T hus
section 60(S)(d) of the UK Patents Act 1977 provides that
an activity which would constitute patent infringement
shall not do so if it consists of the use of the invention for
the needs of a ship in a case where the ship has tempor arily
entered the territo rial waters of the United Kingdom; and
clause (e) contains a similar provision relating to aircraft,
hovercraft or vehicles entering or crossing the Unit ed
Kingdom temporarily. The Draft for a Convention on
Manned Space Flight which was presented as the result
47
of a joint research project among different universities,
and which deals in Article VIII with intellectual property,
sustains in subsection 3: 'The temporary presence in the
territory of a state party to the agreement of any articles,
including the components of a space flight element, in
transit between any place on earth and the manned space
flight station or any space flight element registere d by
another state party to the agreement, shall not in itself form
the basis for any proceedings in the first state part y for
patent infringement.' It may be assumed th at noninfringing transit also occurs in the case where a patented
article is brought from the space station to the earth, or

cli des
44 JOrgenReifarth 'Die Weltraumstation', in Ha11db11
, 1991, at 552.
Weltraumrechts,ed. by Bcicksticgel
45 Forexamp le section 60(1)(a) of r.heUK PatentsAct 1977 where
infringement is defined as r.hekeepingof a patented product wher.her
for disposalor otherwise;in UK lawa merecarrier warehouseman
or agentforuanshipmcnt is not liable for infringement, see Terrell,
TheLaw of Patents,1982 (13th edn), at 180, referringto Noble's
Explosivesv Jones,17 Ch. D 721, at, at 186, to SKF Laboratories
(1980)RPC363 wherethe Courtheld that British
v R.D. Harbo11le
Airways did not commit patent infringemenr,since 'the word
keepingdid not extendto the activities of mere warehousemen and
carrierssuch as British Airways'.
46 See for example Dieter Stauder , ' Die Freiheit de s
Internationalen Verkehrs im Patentrecht', GRUR (1993) at 307,
308 who refers to Article Ster of the Paris Convention for the
Prote ction of Industrial Property.
47 Draft for a Convention on Manned Space Flight, Journal of
Space Law (1990) at 209 to 216.
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when the patented article is used for testing on that
flight. 48

The Enforcement of Intellectual Property
Rights
.
Article 21(4) of the IGA of 1988 relates to the situation
where the parallel applicability of different European
national patent laws on the element of the European
partner may lead to a situation where one and the same
activity on the space station could engender liability for
infringement of patents for the same invention in several
ESA member states and, accordingly, render the infringer
liable to pay damages for patent infringement according
to all these different patent legislations. Such a legal
situation would certainly not attract potential users of the
space station, and for this reason, subsection 4 of Article
21 of the IGA of 1988 provides that the owner of patent
rights in several states of the European partner may bring
proceedings against infringement through an activity on
board the space station in only one state. This provision
should not deter one from applying for patent protection
in different states, insofar as the exploitation of the
exclusive rights in the invention can take place on earth
so that infringing activity will, generally, happen through
the utilisation of the patented product on the earth.
In the case where the inventor has patented the
invention in several states of the European partner, and
subsequently transferred the patents to different parties,
subsection 4, second sentence states that the infringement
in or on the European element of an invention which is
protected by patents in several states of the European
partner when the latter belong to different owners shall
render the infringer liable according to the laws of the
different states. However, the court of one state may
suspend the proceedings until the rendering of the decision
in an earlier filed lawsuit. The wording chosen in the IGA
of 1988, 'may', leaves the decision for an order of a
temporary stay of the proceedings at the discretion of the
court. Where several judgments have been rendered
concerning the infringement of patents in several states
of the European partner for the use of an invention on the
European element, a judgment cannot be executed to the
extent that the infringer has already paid damages for
patent infringement according to the laws of another state
of the European partner. As Oosterlinck 49 points out, the
IGA has essentially a~opted a first-serve solution so that,
unless courts do suspend the patent litigation until an
award has been ordered in the earlier filed lawsuit in ,
another state of the European partner for the same
infringing activity, much depends on the timely expedition
of patent litigation in the different states - the quickest
patentee will win.
The applicability of this subsection seems clear where
the inventions patented in several states of the European
partner are identical. Problems may however arise if the
subject-matter of the inventions overlaps, for example if
the claims of the patented invention in one state are
narrower than those of the invention for which a patent
48 Dieter Stauder, 'Intellectual Propeny Regime for Scientific
Research', in Boeckstiegel (ed.), Manned Space Flight, 1992, 113
to 120, at 120.
49 Rem~ Oosterlinck, 'The Intergovernment al Space Station
Agreement and Intellectual Property Rights', J ournalof SpaceLaw
(1989) at 31.

was granted in another European state. According to the
wording of subsection 4 of Article 21 much seems to
depend on the identification of the intellectual property
rights as relating to the same subject-matter. If the
invention protected by intellectual property rights in
several states of the European partner can be considered
as relating to the 'same' invention, the infringer will be
able to rely on Article 21(4), second sentence and avoid
the enforcement of parallel judgments of the courts of
different European states ordering the payment of damages
for the patent infringement through the activity on the
European element of the space station. In this case, the
legal question whether the inventions protected by patents
in several European states are identical may have to be
answered in the execution stage of the lawsuits, the
infringer pleading the suspension of the execution of a
judgment with the argument that he has already paid the
damages for the same infringing activity.

Licensing of Intellectual Property Rights
According to Article 21(5) of the IGA of 1988 the grant
of a licence for the use of an intellectual property right
in one of the states of the European partner will authorise
the licensee to utilise the invention on the European
element of the space station. Subsection S does not lay
down any qualification of such a licence. It seems that a
non-exclusive licence granted in any of the European
partner states will suffice to permit the licensee to use the
invention on the European space station element, even if
this licence is limited to a certain part of the state's territory
or if it relates to a certain use of the patented invention,
which would include, however, the activity on board the
space station. Oosterlinck 50 concedes that this provision
might lead to an unsatisfactory situation, for instance if
only one of several licensees recovered damages for the
infringement of the patented invention on the European
element of the space station. The author justifies the
adoption of subsection S of Article 21 of the IGA of 1988
with the argument that the right to sue the infringer was
made possible only on the fiction that the activity in outer
space which would otherwise be permissible took place
within national territory, but Stauder51 questions whether
the restriction on payment of damages has the effect of
an expropriation. If, however, such a regulation might
cast into doubt the value of an intellectual property regime
on the space station, it can be asked whether the user
would prefer the express exemption of the space station
from the applicability of intellectual property law. This
approach would have the advantage of clearness and the
inventor could be assured that the exploitation of patented
inventions would be subject to the traditional system of
exclusivity within national territory.

The Case of Industrial Secrets
Article 21 of the IGA of 1988 does not expressly refer to
the protection of know-how or industrial secrets, although
these items would fall within the definition of intellectual
property by reference to the WIPO Convention which
covers inventions in all fields of human endeavour,
scientific discoveries and protection against unfair
50 Oosterlinck, Note 49 above.
Sl Stauder , Note 48 above, at 118.
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competition. The obligation of the astronauts to maintain
confidentiality of proprietary information and data is not
contained in the IGA of 1988 which states in Article 11(2)
that the code of conduct for the space station crew will
be provided by all the partners in accordance with the
Memoranda of Understanding of 1988. The partners to
the IGA of 1988proceeded on the assumption that the legal
status of the astronauts would not change by reason of their
presence in outer space so that a special provision in the
IGA to regulate that matter was not considered
necessary. 52 Kempf53 states: 'A basic consideration is that
the subject-matter (e.g. the know-how) to be protected be
maintained in confidence by the proprietor or owner. This
includes non-disclosure agreements with others who may
have access to or be permitted to use the trade secret. The
expectation is that personnel on board a space station who
have access to or use trade secrets will be required to be
bound by such agreements.'
Regarding US law, Reynolds and Merges 54 point out
that the extension of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act to
govern material processes in outer space 'would provide
some protection to secret manufacturing processes
employed or developed aboad a U.S. station', but the
authors express doubt as to the protectability of such
secrets in the context of a multinational station. The
protection of know-how and trade secrets differs
considerably within the states of the European space
station partner. In French law, Article 418 of the Penal
Code threatens punishment up to three years for employees
who impart industrial secrets of their firm to foreigners
or French citizens living abroad. Similarly, Article 623 of
the Italian Penal Code threatens with punishment of
imprisonment of up to two years the unauthorised
disclosure by the employee of scientific or industrial secrets
of his employer. In Germany, section 17 of the Act Against
Unfair Competition threatens with punishment of
imprisonment not exceeding three years an employee who
communicates unauthorised to a third party a trade or
industrial secret which has been confided to him, and the
same punishment can be imposed on anyone who for
purposes of competition or for personal gain or with the
intention of damaging the proprietor's business makes
unauthorised use of or communicates to a third party such
a secret. Other states of the European partner provide
similarly strong protection of know-how or industrial
secrets. The astronauts on board the space station will
generally not be considered as employees of the customer
who uses the space station facility. Accordingly, criminal
law provisions to protect industrial secrets will generally
not be available to punish the unauthorised disclosure of
industrial secrets. This means as well that there will be
no investigation by public prosecution in order to help
industry to trace possible leaks of information. Article 22
of the IGA of 1988 which concerns criminal jurisdiction
states:
In view of the unique and unprecedented nature of this
particular international cooperation in space: I. The U.S.,
the European Partner States, Japan, and Canada may
exercise criminal jurisdiction over flight elements they
52 Reifarth, Note 44 above, at 548.
53 Robert F. Kempf, Proprietary Rights and Commercial Use of
Space Stations, 1986, at 207.
54 Reynolds and Merges, OucerSpace. Problemsof Law and Policy,
1989, at 290.
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respectively provide and over personnel in or on any flight
element who are their respective nationals, in accordance
with Article 5(2).
Article 22(2) states: In addition, the U.S. may exercise
jurisdiction over misconduct committed by a non-U.S.
national in or on a non-U.S. element or the manned base
or the crew members thereon; provided that, before
proceeding to trial with such a prosecution, the U.S.: (a)
shall consult with the Partner State whose national is the
alleged perpetrator concerning the prosecutorial interests of
both states; and (b) shall have either (i) received the
concurrence of such Partner State in the continuation of the
prosecution; or (ii) if such concurrence is not forthcoming,
failed to receive assurances from such Partner State that it
intends to prosecute its national on commensurate charges
supported by the evidence.

The IGA of 1988 deals with the exchange of data and
goods in Article 19. Although this provision is tailored to
the needs of necessary information exchange in order to
obtain compatibility with standards and interfaces in the
construction phase, it can also be applied to the operation
of the space station. Article 19(2) of the IGA of 198855
obliges the partners to the space station project to facilitate
requests for the transfer of technical data and goods by
companies. Article 20 of the IGA which expressly refers
to the user of the space station, states that 'each partner
state shall, to the extent its applicable laws and regulations
permit, allow the expeditious transit of data and goods of
the other partners, their cooperating agencies56 and their
user'. The laws and regulations envisaged in this provision
concern in particular US Government licences for exports
from the United States. This provision does not exclude
that data and products protected by intellectual property
rights are subject to US export licensing if they are
transiting from the European element of the space station
by US-registered space objects to the European place of
destination or from Europe via the United States to the
European element of the space station. It may be expected
that the compliance with US export licensing provisions
which can apply to technical data produced on the
European element of the space station may be 'extremely
burdensome'. 57

Conclusions
International co-operation in research and technology
necessarily involves the question of the ownership in the
resulting intellectual property. The ESA Convention
provides in Article III that ESA, when placing contracts
or entering into agreements, shall, with regard to the
resulting inventions and technical data, secure such rights
as may be appropriate for the protection of its interests,
55 Article 19, which concerns the exchange of data and goods,
states in subsection 2: 'The partners shall make their best efforts
to handle expeditiously requests for authorisation of transfers of
technical data and goods by persons or entities other than the
partners or their cooperating agencies (for example company to
company exchanges which are likely to develop), and they shall
encourage and facilitate such transfers in connection with the space
station cooperation under this agreement. Otherwise, such transfers
are not covered by the terms and conditions ofthis Article. National
laws and regulations shall apply to such transfers.'
56 Co-operating agencies are for example ESA and NASA.
57 Dennis James Burnett, 'The US Legal Regime Governing
Technology Transfers', in Commercial Use of Space Scations, 1986,
at 152, 153.
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those of the member states participating in the relevant would be concerned with the modification or adaptation
programme, and those of persons and bodies under their of its laws to the ESA-registered elements of the space
jurisdiction. These rights shall include in particular the station. The interests of the other European partner states
rights of access, of disclosure, and of use. Such inventions would be preserved by the proviso of Article 21(3) of the
and technical data shall be communicated to the states IGA that a partner state shall not apply its laws concerning
participating in the ESA programme . In the case of secrecy of inventions if this would prevent the 'filing of
procurement contracts, ESA generally stipulates a clause a patent application in any other partner state which has
that the states participating in the relevant programme similar regulations. The complicationof the present regime
have a right of reproduction in the resulting products. But resulting from the application of the quasi-territorial
the ESA Convention does not contain guidelines applicable approach in favour of any European partner state in
in the case where commercial users are interested in the relation to the European element, as contained in Article
exploitation of facilities resulting from an ESA programme. 21(2), first sentence, (4) and (5) of the IGA, is not likely
ESA's general policy with regard to information and data to encourage potential private users. This complication
resulting from experiments differs according to whether could be overcome if the European partner states agreed
the experiment is exclusively funded by the user - in on the applicability of French intellectual property law on
which case the user shall have exclusive rights in data and the European element. The user-friendly attitude could,
inventions - or whether the experiment is partially funded in the end , attract more investments than a coinplicated
by ESA, for instance the cost-free flight, in which case solution adopted for the sake of balancing state interests.
ESA shall be entitled to use the resulting technical data
and inventions . 58
With regard to the fact that space research is mainly
based on public funding, it is not surprising that the IGA
of 1988 does not particularly consider the user's concern.
Article 21 of the IGA of 1988 concluded by the partners
to the space station project attempts to find a solution
which appeases the different national interests of the states.
This approach leads to a complicated construction as
regards the European elements of the space station, where
the different European states may deem the European
elements to be their national territory for purposes of
intellectual property law. Accordingly, the different
European states may amend their intellectual property laws
and the relevant laws of legal procedure in order to render
them applicable in and on the European space station
elements. Patent lawyers of the European partner states
might have to advise their clients of possible space station
applications and patent licence contracts might contain a
clause which specifies who is authorised to use the
invention on the European element of the space station.
Certainly, the patent lawyers of the different European
states could benefit from the bu ndle of infringement
proceedings after a single unauthorised use of the patented
invention on the European element, and only the costs of
such proceedings might present an effective threat to a
would-be infringer, because they could exceed any
damages payable by him, even if he succeeded in
convincing the courts to order a stay of the proceedings
pending the outcome of an earlier filed lawsuit. This
scenario could be avoided if the assumed national interests
were conceded to an approach which is less complicated.
Since French Kourou is the only launching site of the ESAdeveloped Ariane launcher, French territory is always
involved if patented articles or works protected by
copyright are transported to or from the European
elements of the space station by ESA-devdoped launchers.
For that reason, it appears recommendable that French
intellectual property law should be applicable on the
European elements of the space station.
The applicability of French intellectual property law
would have the advantage that only the French legislator
58 ESA document, Chapter III, ESA/C (89) 95, rev. l ; on NASA's
intellccrua.l propeny policy see for example Barbara Luxenberg ,
'Aspects of Law and Practice in the United States', in Space tatio11s
,
1985, at 177 to 181.

